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ABSTRACT

Two-dimensional supergravity theory is quantized as an anomalous gauge theory. In the
Batalin-Fradkin (BF) formalism, the anomaly-canceling super-Liouville fields are introduced to identify the original second-class constrained system with a gauge-fixed version
of a first-class system. The BFV-BRST quantization applies to formulate the theory in
the most general class of gauges. A local effective action constructed in the configuration space contains two super-Liouville actions; one is a noncovariant but local functional
written only in terms of 2D supergravity fields, and the other contains the super-Liouville
fields canceling the super-Weyl anomaly. Auxiliary fields for the Liouville and the gravity
super-multiplets are introduced to make the BRST algebra close off-shell. Inclusion of
them turns out to be essentially important especially in the super-lightcone gauge-fixing,
where the super-curvature equations ( dig++ = 01.Y++ = 0) a r e obtained as a result of
BRST invariance of the theory. Our approach reveals the origin of the OSp(l,2) current
algebra symmetry in a transparent manner.
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Introduction

During the last decade there has been remarkable progress in our understanding of noncritical string theories [1, 2, 3], The first key observation of Polyakov [1] was that the
conformal mode of the metric variables does not decouple from the theory at noncritical dimensions. Along the line of thought, noncritical string has investigated in the
light-cone gauge [4, 5]. Noting the SL(2,R) Kac-Moody symmetry, Knizhnik, Polyakov
and Zamolodchikov (KPZ) have succeeded in deriving gravitational scaling dimensions
for conformal matters interacting with the 2D gravity on the world-sheet. Furthermore,
David [6], Distler and Kawai (DDK) [7] showed that the Polyakov's path integral formulation [1] reproduces the KPZ's results also in the conformal gauge. It was based on the
assumption that the Jacobian associated with changing the functional measure from that
for the conformal mode defined in [1] to translational invariant one generates a Liouville
type action. This DDK ansatz for the functional measure has been examined using the
heat kernel method [8]. It has also been discussed the relation between the conformal
gauge and the light-cone gauge [9, 10], and analyses based on the BRST formalism have
been carried out by several authors [11, 12]. Furthermore, the analysis in the light-cone
gauge and conformal gauge have been extended to supcrsymmetric case in [13, 14, 15]
and in [7, 16], respectively.
In our previous paper [17], we gave a systematic canonical formulation of Polyakov
string at noncritical dimensions by applying the idea developed for anomalous gauge theory [18]. It provides a. general approach to noncritical strings. The BRST anomalies of
the Polyakov string theory at noncritical dimensions [19, 20, 21] can be compensated by
introducing new degrees of freedom and, thereby, the theory can be made gauge symmetric, i.e., invariant under Weyl rescalings of the metric variables as well as world-sheet
reparametrizations. The DRST gauge-fixed action turned out to contain two Liouville
type actions, the one being written only in world-sheet metric and the other containing
the new degree as Liouville field. In the conformal gauge, this reduces to the effective
action of DDK, giving a justification of their functional measure ansatz from canonical

view point. We further gave a systematic description of the theory in the light-cone gauge,
clarifying the relation between the BRST invariance and SL(2,R) Kac-Moody symmetry.
In this paper we will investigate the extension of this work to Nevue-Schwarz-Ramond
superstring [22, 23]. The locally supersymmetric action [24] can be regarded as N=l 2D
supergravity (SUGRA) coupled with string variables as superconformal matters. The
basic strategy parallels the bosonic string case. Our starting point is the most general
form of the BRST anomalies in 2D SUGRA [25] in the extended phase space (EPS) of
Batalin, Fradkin and Vilkovisky (BFV) [26]. The anomaly appeared there as anomalous
Schwinger terms which destroy first-class nature of the super-Virasoro constraints. The
quantum system is described by the second-class constraints. In general, systems with
second-class constraints can be regarded as gauge-fixed systems of underlying symmetric
theories. Actually, one can rewrite the system with second-class constraints into a gauge
symmetric form by introducing compensating fields in EPS. Batalin and Fradkin (BF) [27]
developed a general idea of converting systems with second-class constraints into gauge
symmetric ones in a general and systematic way. Applying their method to the present
case and carrying out the BFV-BRST quantization [26], one obtains a BRST gauge-fixed
effective action. The construction of the action given here completely parallels that in the
anomalous chiral gauge theories [18, 28]. The resulting effective action contains two superL.ouville actions; One just coincides with the local but noncovariant counterterm found
in [25], and acts as the Wess-Zumino-VVitten term to shift the super-Virasoro anomaly to
the super-VVeyl anomaly. The other with the BF variables as super-Liouville fields cancels
this super-Weyl anomaly. This can be shown without invoking a particular gauge. The
fact that our action reduces exactly to the one suggested in [7, 16] for the superconformal
gauge implies that our formulation provides a justification of their functional measure
ansatz from canonical view point.
Although our construction of the effective action almost parallels that for the bosonic
theory, some new issues arise in the quantization of the fermionic theory. In the EPS,
BRST transformation incorporates supersymmetry transformation, and closes off-shell
by construction. One may go to the configuration space by eliminating the momentum

variables. In general, the BRST transformation in the configuration space thus obtained
closes only on-shell. In the superconformal gauge, the on-shell closure of the algebra is
enough to quantize the theory. This is not the case, however, in the supersymmetric lightcone gauge. Inclusion of auxiliary fields for the supermultiplets of the gravity and the
Liouville sectors needed to close the algebra off-shell turns out to be essentially important
for quantization. Since systematic way of introducing such fields in EPS is not known, we
shall discuss the auxiliary field as well as the complete form of the BRST transformation
after passing to the configuration space. It should be noted in our general construction
that the auxiliary field for the Liouville sector and that for the gravity sector couple nontrivially, generating a new iocal symmetry incorporated in the final form of the BRST
transformation.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly outline the most general
form of BRST anomaly in 2D SUGRA. The BF algorithm is applied to cancel the superVirasoro anomaly. We formulate in Section 3 the BRST gauge-fixed effective action in
the EPS and describe covariantization of the action, where auxiliary fields are introduced
to obtain the off-shell nilpotent BRST transformations in the configuration space. The
superconformal gauge is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to supersymmetric
light-cone gauge-fixing. OSp(l,2) Kac-Moody symmetry is obtained in a systematic manner based on the BRST invariance. Summary and discussion is given in Section 6. In
Appendix, we summarize the BRST transformation in the configuration space.

2 BRST anomaly in the fermionic string theory
In this section we will briefly review the BFV formalism for fermionic string theory and
the BRST anomaly along the line of ref. [25]. The fermionic string can be formulated as
N = 1 2D SUGRA coupled to string coordinates and is described by the action [24]

W<
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where X11 and t/1*1 (A* = 0, • • •, Z? — 1) are, respectively, the bosonic and fermionic string
variables/ and we have suppressed the space-time indices. The zweibein and gravitino
are denoted by eo° and \a, respectively.
The action (2.1) possesses invariances under the world-sheet reparametrizations, local
Lorentz rotations, local supersymmetry, local Weyl rescalings and fermionic symmetry
[24]. This suggests a convenient choice of parametrizations [25] for the zweibein and the
gravitino as
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,
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,
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,
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(2.2)

where Xo^ stands for the upper and lower components of Xoi a nd e ^ = ea° ± e a '. We
also use the rescaled components ^± defined by

for the fermionic string variables. In this parameterization £, c and A ± are the only
variables that change under the Weyl rescalings, the Lorentz rotations and the fermionic
symmetry, respectively. The other variables are all invariant under these symmetries, and
the action (2.1) can be written only in terms of these variables as
Sx

f

=

We choose IJ"' = d i a g ( - l , l ) and IJ"" = diag(—1,1,---, 1) for ttat metrics and t"' = -t*° with £01 = 1

for Levi-Civita symbol. The world-sheet coordinates are denoted by x" = (j,a) for Q = 0,1 and are
assumed to take - c o < a < +oo. It is straightforward to make the analysis on a finite interval oC o so
as to impose the Neveu-Schwarz or Ramond boundary conditions. We will use the notation A = dTA
and A' = dcA for derivatives. Dirac matrices p° (a = 0,1) are chosen to be p° = ff5, p1 = hi, and
p 5 = p°p1 = <T3, where at (Jb = 1,2,3) are Pauli matrices.

In the canonical description the local symmetries manifest themselves as first-class
constraints according to Dirac's classification [29]. Denoting the canonical momenta for
Jf, A*, (, e, v± and A± by PM, jr^f V(, *>. ^t and irj, respectively, the canonical theory
of this system is characterized by the following set of first-class constraints
<pA = ^ « 0

for A = Xt,€,e

J'

for 2 = i/±,A± ,

=

fl^ssO

aO,

(2.5)

where ip± and J± are the super-Virasoro constraints, and satisfy the classical superVirasoro algebra under the equal-r super-Poisson brackets [26]

«(a - a') ,
all other super-Poisson brackets vanish.

(2.6)

To set up the BFV-BRST formalism [26], we introduce the EPS by adding to the
classical phase space the ghost-auxiliary field sector for each constraint as

where yl = X±,^ts,X±

9A=

(CA,FA).

J'-

(7'JJ,

(#\.B A )

(PVA),

(/?',7j,

(M'.A,),

(2.7)

and 2 = j/±1A±, Jf±, respectively, label the bosonicand fermionic

constraints given in (2.5). The classical BRST charge can then be constructed directly
from (2.5) and (2.6) without recourse to gauge-fixing as

Q = I

da[cAipA+t'J,+VkBA+0tAM
7+

; +7
6

where A and z run over all constraint labels. The ghost trilinear terms are determined so
that <3 satisfies the nilpotency condition under the super-Piosson brackets as
{Q , Q] = 0 .

(2.9)

The dynamics are controlled by the BRST invariant total hamiltonian HT, which consists
of the canonical hamiltonian and the gauge-fixing term. In the present case the canonical
part vanishes identically, and HT is given by
HT = {Q,*},

(2.10)

where ^ is a gauge fermion. We shall use the standard form of * given by

* = jde[ CAXA + Tx. +?ANA

+TIM.

],

(2.11)

where x A and Xt denote the gauge conditions imposed on dynamical variables. The BRST
invariance of HT can be stated as
{Q,//T}=0,

(2.12)

which is automatically satisfied by (2.9).
So far our arguments are restricted within classical theory. In quantum theory, the
operators Q and HT must be suitably regularized, and the quantum version of the BRST
invariance (2.9) and (2.12) may fail to be valid due to anomalies. Assuming that the
anomalous commutators ' can be expanded in h as
[Q,Q] = iA3n + O(A3) ,
[Q, // T ] = ift 2 r + O(h 3 ),

(2.13)

we obtain the algebraic consistency condition for ft in the lowest order of /i as
Si! = 0 ,

(2.14)

'A careful analysis on the equal-time commutators appeared in the BHST algebra is given in [30].

where 5 is the classical BRST transformation given by the super-Poisson bracket SF =
— {Q , F) for any F. On the other hand, T can be related with Q by
r = {fi, * } .

(2.15)

Hence it is sufficient to cancel the anomaly in <?2 to retain BRST invariance.
The consistency cordition (2.14) has been solved in the EPS [25], and the nontrivial
(matter independent) solution is found to be

il = K Jda [(C+d3aC+ - 8.V9*7+) - (CS^C" + 8.7-^7-)] •

(2.16)

The cohomology class to which this solution belongs is uniquely fixed and independent of
the choices of regularizations and gauge-fixing.
The overall coefficient K, however, remains undetermined in this algebraic method.
To fix K, we must define operator products by some ordering prescription, and then
examine the nilpotency of the BRST charge. For the purpose to define operator ordering,
we decompose operators into two parts by

- a')A{c') for A = P+ X',xl>+,C+,V+,
A{±)(a)---. Jda&^ia-a^Aia')
with S^'fo) =

for A = P- X',^,C-,V.,

(2.17)

——. The A' + ' and A^ thus defined reduce, respectively, to positive-

and negative-frequency part in the superorthonormal gauge. By putting A^+''s to the right
of ylM's, we define operator ordering. We thus obtain
K = ^7-^-

(2.18)

for the anomaly coefficient. This coincides with the result of superconformal gauge-fixing
[23]. If we change the ordering prescription, the value of K also changes. Which ordering
should be employed depends on the gauge chosen. Because of this, the operator ordering
introduced above should be understood as temporal. We will come back to this point
later.
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The Q- anomaly is a direct consequence of the super-Virasoro anomaly of the generalized super-Virasoro constraints defined by

4 = J i T p ^ ^ ^

+ AiP^,

(2.19)

where operator ordering is implicitly assumed. Suppressing h henceforth, we can easily
show that these satisfy

~ °') ± U'±{?) • 6{p - a1),

all other super-commutators vanish.

(2.20)

One finds that due to the appearance of the anomalous Schwinger term, the super-Virasoro
constraints become second class ones.
The result (2.16) or (2.20) with A" given by (2.18) does not rely on A-expansion and
exact as far as the Q2 anomaly is concerned. Strictly speaking, the BRST anomaly must
be canceled in order for the higher order corrections to be meaningful. The critical string
with D = 10 is such a case, where the super-Liouville mode of 2D SUGRA multiplet
is decoupled from the theory. In noncritical strings, however, we must take account of
the super-Liouville mode as a dynamical variable, which also contributes to the BRST
anomaly.
Instead of taking account of the super-Liouville mode which is expected to become
dynamical in quantum theory, we modify the theory to recover all the classical local
symmetries violated by anomalies. This can be carried out, without affecting the physical
contents of the original theory, by introducing extra degrees of freedom which can be
formally gauged away by the recovered local symmetry.
Following the general idea of BF [27], we introduce a canonical pair of bosonic fields
(8,irg) and a Majorana field C±i which we will refer to as BF fields henceforth. They

are assumed to satisfy the same type of canonical supercommutation relations as string
variables. We then modify the constraints (2.19) by adding to * ± and / ± an appropriate
terms containing BF fields to cancel the super-Virasoro anomaly in (2.20). Let us denote
the modified super-Virasoro operators by $± and 7±, then they are given by

7± = 4±C±0±T47C;:F27Aie£c=F,

(2.21)

where we have defined 0± = 8' ± ng. The 7 is a free parameter to be fixed to cancel the
super-Virasoro anomaly. In fact, the super-Virasoro constraints of the BF sector satisfy
the super-Virasoro algebra with anomaly coefficient
K = 2y2

(2.22)

under classical super-Poisson brackets. Since the BF fields also contribute to the superVirasoro anomaly as a single superconformal matter multiplet in quantum theory, the
BRST anomaly can be canceled if K satisfies

For D < 25 we find the parameter 7 to be real, the case which we will only consider in
the following sections. In order to retain the reality of 7 we must choose the BF fields to
generate negative metric states for D > 25.
In (2.21), the terms containing the mass parameter ,o2 is not necessary for the purpose
to cancel the BRST anomaly but they turn out to be related with the cosmological terms
in the covariant effective action as we shall see in the next section. In quantum theory,
Q

the exponential operators exp — will be modified by gravitational dressing effect [2, 6, 7].
The full quantum mechanical treatment of them will be discussed in Section 4.
As we mentioned above, different choice of operator ordering gives rise to different
anomaly coefficient. For the superconformal gauge-fixing, the ordering prescription introduced above can be used and (2.23) turns out to be correct. In the light-cone gauge,
we will adopt different ordering and arrive at different conditions for K as we will see in
Section 5.
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3

Effective action and geometrization

In the previous section we have introduced the BF fields, and modified the super-Virasoro
constraints so as to cancel the BRST anomaly. In this section we will apply the BFV
algorithm to the gauge symmetrized system and investigate the BRST invariant effective
action.
Let us denote the BRST charge modified by the BFfieldsby Q, then it generates the
BRST transformation of any variable F by
8F = i[Q,F].

(3.1)

We thus obtain the following set of BRST transformations in the EPS;
SX = i{(C + - C~)X' + (C+ + C-)P] + 7 +

+ h±(P ± x1),

|

S8 = i ( C + 0 + - C"0_ ) - 7(C+ - C-)1 +

sx, = ( l-(c+e+ - c-e.) - i(c+ + c~y
K± = ±C±C± ± ^ >:t 'C± ± " 1 * 9 * T 4177*'.
< 5A

±

=t'*,

l

iCf = 0,

6C = 0,

6v± = -1±,
A

i{ = Cl,

A

6N = P ,
&CA = -BA,

£e=C,
i t " = 0,

&<\± = -7±.

h* = 0,
A

&M, = -13,,

&V = 0 ,

6y = -A',

6C± = ±C±C" - 2i(r t ) J ,

h± = 0,

6P = 0 ,

6DA=0,

*?* = ^\c±'^

(3.2)

Z

6A'=0,

-

c±

^' •

where the constraint labels A and i run only through primary constraints, while A and z
are taken all over the bosonic and fermionic constraints.
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The change in the BRST charge is reflected on the dynamics through the total hamiltonian
HT = \[Q , *] •

(3.3)

This is BRST invariant if the Q 2 anomaly is absent. To construct the effective action we
choose the standard form of gauge fermion (2.11) shifted by * —• fdo$AffA
A

This just cancels the Legendre terms / &i$AV +7'ft

A

+ BAN +A'Mt]

+ 7*Af,.

in constructing

the effective action. The BRST invariant effective action can be obtained as
S,fr = So + S»h + .Stf,

(3.4)

where
So

=

- N+<p+ - N-<p- + MtJl + M+J+ + M-J-] ,

+N42V-C- + V'_C~ + | ? _ 7 - ' + i^.7-)

Sit

= j <Px[-BAXA - A'Xr) •

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

In (3.5) ifi± and J±, respectively, are obtained from the super-Virasoro constraints $ ±
and J± given by (2.21) with all the ghost contributions removed. The x^ and Xi stand
for the gauge-fixing conditions. We have used the BRST transformations (3.2) in deriving
these actions.
For a wide class of gauge conditions the effective action provides us with a starting
point to analyze the quantum theory of fermionic string as 2D SUGRA. It is, however,
12

written in terms of the EPS variables, which have no direct geometrical interpretation
unless we explicitly specify the gauge conditions. In order to see the physical significance
of the effective action, we relate the EPS variables with the configuration space variables
to geometrize the effective action. The geometrization of the EPS variables has been
developed in ref. [21, 25]. No essential change will appear in relating the ghost variables
in the EPS with those of configuration space in the presence of the BF variables.
•Since the auxiliary fields N± and A/*, respectively, play the roles of A* and ±iur in
(3.5), we identify them by imposing the gauge conditions
Xf

= \±-N±,

xl = "±TiM*.

(3.8)

As for the rest of the gauge conditions, we assume that they and their BRST transforms
are independent of P, ip±, ng, £ ± , vA; -KC, "PA a nd /? . They are otherwise arbitrary. This
is suffice for the purpose of geometrization.
Due to the assumptions on the gauge conditions, we can derive equations of motion
for P, ip±, 7rj, C±. 7r^, it1, 'PA and P' by taking the variation of (3.4) with respect to these
variables as
X - r ( ( A ' + + A'")P + (/V+ - A'-).V'} + A/+0+ + M~xl>. = 0,
^

+ A/~C- = 0,

i,± T A ' * ^ * ^ A ' * ' ^ + . A / ^ P ± A") = 0,
C± T iV*C T ^ V ± ' C ± + 1.1^(1, ± O ? 4nA/*' = 0,
A* = A'f,

V±

i = A' ( .

f = A".

u± = Sl"±,

A± = M£,

(3.9)

= C1* dt C*A :±< T C * ' ^ * - 417*A/*,

/?* = 7 * ± ^ ^ A ' * ' qF 7 * ' ^ * q: C^A/* 1 ± ^ ^ ' / U * .

(3.10)

We require that if we use the equations of motion (3.9) to eliminate P, V^ and /?*,
the BRST transformations (3.2) in the EPS reduce to those in the configuration space
given in Appendix. For instance, the covariant reparametrization ghosts C° and the
13

supersymmetry ghosts u can be identified by comparing the BRST transformations of X
in the EPS and in the configuration space in (A.2). They are given by
0

_ C+ + C~ N++N-'

. _ N-C+ - N+CN+ + N'
with w± = :

The Weyl ghost Cw and the local Lorentz ghost Ci can be found from the BRST transformation properties of £ and e to be

cw = e - v++vc-,
CL

= C'-Zt

+ Z;,

(3.12)

where V* and Z^ are defined by

V?
2?

= ic^i ^

+ i ^ i r*^ i

(3.13)

with

L

± = N+1 N-

We finally obtain the super-Weyl ghost from the BRST transformations of A± as

(

c

~ i r;,r

.jJ

with

where W^ and VV* are defined by

0 = A/jJ T A^AT* ^ iAjtAr*' ± {(GiJl/* + 4A/±() ,
A±C±.(G:1:7

+ 47)-

(3.16)

The equations (3.11), (3.12) and (3.15) fix the ghost relations between the BFV basis and
the covariant one.
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Except for the BF fields, which we will shortly discuss, it is straightforward to convert
the BRST transformations of the remaining variables in terms of configuration space variables. Furthermore, the BRST transformations of the covariant ghost variables can be
easily obtained from (3.2) and (3.9). We shall introduce here auxiliary fields F^, Fa, Fi
and Fw for the supermultiplets corresponding to the string variables, the gravity, the Liouville fields and the super-Weyl ghost, respectively. These are needed to close the algebra
off-shell. The BRST transformations constructed from (3.2) by using (3.9) and the ghost
relations given above coincide with those of Appendix up to the terms containing auxiliary fields, being only on-shell nilpotent. The original BRST transformations (3.2) in the
EPS satisfy the off-shell nilpotency by construction. There, the number of bosonic fields
balances that of fermionic fields. Eliminating the momentum variables, however, destroys
the balance, and the off-shell nilpotency is no longer satisfied. Incidentally, the off-shell
nilpotency of these two BRST transformations is realized in a quite different manner. In
the configuration space, the covariance is manifestly maintained and the nilpotency is
consistent with the covariance. On the other hand, the covariance is only manifest on the
mass-shell in the EPS and the off-shell nilpotency is realized by sacrificing the manifest
covariance. Therefore, when passing to the configuration space, we include auxiliary fields
to retain the off-slidl nilpoi'iicy nealeii to investigate the theory in arbitrary gauges.
With these preparation, ivt turn to the geometrizalion of the BF fields. In terms of
covariant ghost variables the IJRST transformations of the BF fields are given by
&8 = C"i)J - iU-_<;. - - • < _ ) - ;(2CU + C»(.\+-

«<*

A")),

= C-a,<± + JtC1" ± A*C01K± - 4-)C°'i^ - 47^4
± ^ ^ r ! < > ± ^ ' + i(x+ ~ * " ) ' + ••("-C+ - "+C-)1 •

(3-17)

The presence of the terms proportional to 7 implies that the 8 and £ ± have no simple
transformation properties as scalar and spinor components of a scalar supermultiplet for
the string variables. Rather, the BF fields possess transformation properties similar to
those of £ and A ± as is easily seen from (A.2). In fact we can construct covariants by

15

taking the combinations

( e 1 - \
it =

L

with

1
»7± = A ± - - C ± .

(3.18)

The covariant BRST transformations of these variables coincide with those of the superLiouville multiplet given in Appendix, where we have included the auxiliary fields Ft, as
mentioned above. We see from this that (<£, TJ, F^) can be regarded as super-Liouville
multiplet. They not only transform as a scalar multiplet under the reparametrizations
and supersymmetry but also change under the super-Weyl transformations.
The master action (3.4) contains many nonpropagating degrees, i.e., P, ir», TA, TA>
Pz, /?', NA and Mz, which can be eliminated by virtue of the equations of motion (3.9).
After eliminating these variables from the master action and rewriting it in terms of the
covariant variables defined above, we arrive at the gauge-fixed covariant action
Sg + 5 c o i m + 51UX + Sgh + Sj,

(3.19)

with

Smm = -\v J d-xeeS [-2(FG Sm

=

\

-A+X+ - A-Xj - A+xX - Alxt]
where 5*"' is supersymmetric Liouville action given by

Wd^drt - irjp°
16

(3-20)

+ 114, + ^(ofiX0PipyX-,dfi4> + ^"XoP^H'l

]

(3-21)

with /{ being the scalar curvature of the metric gap. The S£'A can be obtained from (3.21)
by the replacement 4> — £ a n d n± — A±. This is a local functional of 2D SUGRA fields
and can be considered a super-Liouville action with

as the super-Liouville fields.
In (3.19) we have also included the auxiliary fields to retain the ORST invariance in
the configuration space given in Appendix. In this connection, we notice here appearance
of a new local symmetry associated with FG(x) —+ FQ(X) + A(x), Fi{x) —>• Fi{x) + A(z)
by an arbitrary function A(x). To gauge-fix the local symmetry, we have supplemented
a new gauge condition x1

an

^

an

anti-ghost Cj to (3.19). The F\y required by the

off-sell nilpotency of the BRST transformation in the super-Weyl ghost sector can be
considered as the ghost corresponding to this symmetry, as can be seen from the BRST
transformations of FG and F{, given in (A.I).
It is very interesting to see the properties of (3.19) under the classical local symmetries
of (2.1). As was discussed in ref. [25], the S 3 is not invariant under the classical symmetries (except for the local Lorentz invariance) and produces both super-Virasoro and
super-Weyl anomalies even in the classical theory. The quantization of the string variables
breaks the reparametrization invariance and the local supersymmetry, and leads to the
super-Virasoro anomaly. This anomaly together with the contributions from other sectors including the supergravity itself is canceled by the classical super-Virasoro anomaly
produced by 5,. The super-Weyl anomaly of Sg is canceled by that of S^. This is rather
obvious since the combination S# + 5 , depends on f, $, A ± and rj± only through the
BF fields which are invariant under the super-Weyl transformations. Furthermore, the
cosmological term can be obtained by eliminating the auxiliary by the equation of motion
Fa-

FL = -2/ie"» as

] •
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(3-23)

It is easy to show that this is invariant under the super-Weyl transformations.
We nosv come back, to the invariance of the effective action (3.19) under the BRST
transformations given in Appendix. From the very construction of our symmetrization
procedure, it is invariant under the transformations without the auxiliary fields. When
they are included, the BRST transformations of Majorana fields are modified by
8Fi/> = uFx ,

SFXa = —^PauFa ,

fa

1 = wiz, .

(3.24)

It is well-known that the nonL.variance of Sx is canceled by the variation of the F%
term in 5 i a x . Noting that the modifications due to Fa

can

be regarded as a fermionic

transformation, we easily find
{FL - Fc) - 4c°0uPiVoxfiFL]
SFS3 = 2K Jd2xt(a0WPiVoXffFG

.

,
(3.25)

These can be shown to cancel exactly the BRST transformation of 54UX. The fact that
only the difference Fa — FL appears in the action is related with the extra symmetry
mentioned above. The action (2.1) supplemented by the auxiliary field Fx by itself is
classically invariant under the full BRST transformations containing Fa. The auxiliary
filed FG, however, enters into the action only through quantum effects, i.e., the super-VVeyl
anomaly [31].
We emphasize that though the effective action (3.19) has been derived by assuming
the restricted class of gauge conditions stated below (3.8), it is considered to be valid
Coi arbUiaiy gauge conditions. This is because trie effective action is invariant under Vhe
BRST transformations maintaining the off-shell nilpotency. If we restrict ourselves to the
gauge conditions satisfying the assumption stated below (3.8), we need not introduce the
auxiliary fields. In such a case, the BRST transformations are only on-shell nilpotent,
but the equations of irotion can be consistent with the BRST symmetry. Actually this
happens in the superconformal gauge. The restriction on the gauge conditions, however,
is too strong to allow interesting gauges such as the light-cone gauge. Let us discuss now
these specific gauge fixings.
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4

Superconformal gauge-fixing

In the previous section we have formulated the BR.ST invariant effective action. So far our
argument does not rely on particular gauge conditions. The effective action (3.4) or its
covariantized version (3.19) can be applicable to any gauge fixing. It is, however, instructive to describe explicit calculations and illustrate some issues which arise in quantizing
the effective action. In this section we will argue superconformal gauge-fixing.
Since the effective action (3.19) possesses all the classical local symmetries, we can fix
the zweibeins and the gravitinos to arbitrary background fields. The gauge-fixed action
can be easily constructed in this general case. In particular we can choose the background
to be flat minkowskian superspace. Here we shall discuss this simplest case, i.e., e ^ = 4°,
Xo = 0. In terms of (2.2) the flat superorthonormal gauge can be implemented by the
following set of gauge conditions

X^ = ^iM±,

x i = A±,

x' = Ic,

(4.1)

where x * a n d Xj denote the gauge conditions for the super-Virasoro constraints. The
last gauge condition in (4.1) is to fix the local symmetry associated with the presence of
the auxiliary fields discussed in the previous section. In this gauge the Lorentz ghost, the
super-Weyl ghosts can be related with the superreparametrization ghosts as
CL = -^t"fidaCfi

,

Cw = -daC°

,

Fw = 0 ,

T,W = -2ip°daw

,

(4.2)

and their anti-ghosts vanish. Integrating out the multipliers B^, A', the auxiliary fields
F.x,L> a r ) d eliminating nonpropagating variables by the equations of motion, we can reduce
the effective action (3.19) to the following expression'

s

The light-cone coordinates are denoted by x± = x° ± r 1 . Correspondingly, the flat metric is given

by r/ ++ = IJ
d±x

±

= 0, IJ + _ = rj_ + = -\.

We exceptionally define the derivatives by 8 ± = d0 ± du hence

= 2.
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- /d2x[--d+<j>d-.<f> + -T

-r?_9+r;_ - 2/i2e
(4.3)

where the anti-ghosts H± and 7^ are, respectively, denoted by b±± and /?±±. Then the
string variables and the ghosts become free fields, and the BF fields satisfy the supersymmetric Liouville equations, i.e.,
d+d.X = 9±V-T = 0 ,

d^C* = 3 T w T = d^b±± = 9 T /? ± ± = 0 ,

9 + 9_0 - 2 ^ e " * + ^ w+e-i

=0,

9 ± r^ ± r? ± e -^ = 0 .

(4.4)

The gauge-fixed action (4.3) is invariant under the BRST transformations
SX

= \c+d+X

+ -C~d-X

- i(w-ip+ - w+V>-) ,

i9_C + Cd+4, +

-C*d^u± -

-

+ ^ ± + 4A±)>
where T^i ' J

(4.5)

and Jjuj.'' are the components of stress tensors and the supercurrents

of the string, Liouville and ghost sectors. They are given by
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j£± = Tifl&^dtC +

fafaCt-iibijJ*,:),

(4.6)

where TT^ = —<£ is the canonical momentum conjugate to <j>. These results can be obtained
directly from (3.2) by using the equations of motion.
We now turn to the BRST charge Q in the superconformal gauge and examine the
nilpotency. It is given by (2.8) with the contribution of the BF fields included. Since
VA = fit = 0 in this gauge, we obtain

Q = J do [C+(T*+ + T£ + + ^Tlf] + 7f + (3/2) ) + C-(TL + Tf _ + ^T£!L(2) + Tih}3l2))
-i">-(J?+ + J++) + iw+(7f_ + Jf_) + 2.6 ++ wi + 2i6__wi] .

(4.7)

As was mentioned in Section 3, the operator products in the rhs of (4.7) is defined by the
ordering prescription. For the string variables and the ghosts, it coincides with the free
field normal ordering. We do not know, however, what operator ordering should be chosen
for the BF fields. Since they are not free fields, the ordering prescription introduced in
Section 3 would not be completely legitimate. But we shall continue to use the free field
ordering prescription in this section.
To satisfy the nilpotency of Q it is necessary for the total stress tensor and the total
supercurrents defined by

to satisfy super-Virasoro algebra with total central charge being canceled. Except for the
BF sector, (4.6) satisfy the super-Virasoro algebra with central charges 3D/2, —26, 11 for
the string, the reparametrization ghost and the bosonic superghost sectors, respectively.
On the other hand the T^ ± and J±± given in (4.6) do not form super-Virasoro commutation relations for nonvanishing cosmological term. To recover the super-Virasoro algebra,
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let us modify these operators by

%

],

(4.9)

where a is a free parameter and Va is defined by
V; = : exp(-a<^) : .

(4.10)

For a = 1/2, (4.9) reduces to the classical expression given in (4.6). The operator products
in the rhs of (4.9) are defined by the free field ordering prescription except for the V£ term,
while the operator V^ is assumed to be the square of the normal ordered operators (4.10),
hence it is not well-defined. But as far as we know, it is not possible to recover the superVirasoro algebra by the free field ordering prescription for nonvanishingcosmological term.
Besides this shortcoming of our argument, (4.9) satisfy the super-Virasoro algebra with
central charge 3/2 + 24TT/C for
ay-

— =- .
o7T

(4.11)

2

This is just an extension of the canonical analysis of ref. [2] to superstring. The deviation of a from the classical value can be interpreted as gravitational self-dressing. The
condition (4.11) corresponds to the requirement that the vertex operator (4.10) must be
a conformal field with conformal weight (5, 5) as discussed in ref. [7].
These arguments show that the BRST charge (4.7) satisfies the nilpotency for K and
a satisfying (2.23) and (4.11), i.e.,
(4.12)

5

Supersymmetric light-cone gauge-fixing

In this section we will investigate the supersymmetric extension of the light-cone gauge
[13, 14, 15]. It is defined by the following set of gauge conditions
e+ + = e_" = 1 ,

e_+ = 0 ,
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X—

= X-+ = 0 ,

(5.1)

on the zweibeins and gravitinos. These fix the gauges of reparametrizations, local Lorentz
and local supersyrnrnetry. To specify the gauge for the super-Weyl symmetry, we impose
additional gauge conditions on the super-Liouville fields as
<£ =

n

= FL = 0 .

(5.2)

In this gauge the only independent components of the gravity multiplet are e + ~ = — g++,
X++, X+-

an

d FG< which behave as the analog of the super-Liouville fields.

The gauge conditions (5.1) and (5.2) can be implemented by choosing
Xj =
X$

tf+-1,

= -iAf+,

x ; = (tf- + l ) e ( - 2 ,
Xj

= iAf--±(//-

x'=£,

+ l)A-,

X<=<t>,

x' = h ,

xt = 1±.

(5-3)

It can be easily seen that these together with N± = A* and A/* = ±»VT given by (3.8)
indeed lead to (5.1) and (5.2.
The gauge conditions (5.3) do not satisfy the assumption given below (3.8) since
their BR.ST transforms contain the canonical momentum TTJ and Q.. Then the master
action (3.4) formulated in the EPS leads to erroneous results when (5.3) are imposed.
This is because (3.18) can not be identified with the covariant super-Liouville fields. It
seems rather difficult to find covariant super-Liouville multiplet without the assumption
on the gauge conditions. To avoid this difficulty, we apply (5.3) for (3.19) instead of (3.4)
and use the covariant DRST transformations (A.2) rather than (3.2). This should be
compared with the superconformal gauge-fixing where the gauge conditions (4.1) satisfy
the assumption given below (3.8),^ and we can work with (3.4) from the beginning as
well.
Substituting (5.3) into (3.20), we obtain the effective action (3.19) in the light-cone
gauged As in the superconformal gauge-fixing, Ci, Cw, V»- a n d F\v in the ghost sector
become nonpropagating, and can be eliminated via equations of motion. Taking variations
of 5e(f with respect to N * = A* and A/* = ±iull, we obtain the multiplier;; D± and A*
*In the case of EPS the gauge condition corresponding to / t = 0 is inherently absent.
"In this section we consider the case /i~ = 0 for simplicity.
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vi + <plh + ~{J? + J1
,

(5.4)

where <p±'g'gk and j£>g-ah are the super-Virasoro constraints given by

^W

s

JJ±*£ t

JX,,H s

Tl.«^t,

(55)

We can relate the BRST transformations of the anti-ghosts with the supe--Virasoro operators via (5.4).
In the light-cone gauge, the ghost action takes the following form
5gh

= Jd-o\-C+d.C+

-~S4d+C+

+ d_C~ -gnd-C+

-2iw_A+)

+7+3-.W- + 7- (d-.w+ + ^v+d_t + |s_C + A_ - - J L J / Q , , , . ) ]

(5.6)

The presence of the auxiliary field fa turns out to be essential in order for the BRST
transformations to be consistent with the equations of motion. Eliminating fa via the
equation of motion Kt/HnfG - 7-<*>-,

we

s e e 'hat there appears a quartic term in the

bosonic ghosts and anti-ghosts. The SgH also contains interaction terms between the
supergravity sector and the ghost sector. Remarkably enough, all the ghost variables and
A + can be made free fields by the following field redefinitions

c+ = C+

7_ = u7+ S ^+-*-±=^?

6 5 (J_

^t
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(5.7)

0++ =
X+

7+ - ix C_A+ + 2 _-

A+ - - i

=

C_w_ .

In terms of these variables the gauge-fixed action then takes the form

2

jn

ffn

5a

J ( f 2 x(-6 + + 5_c + - 69_c + + /3 + + 9_7- + y3+3_7+) .

(5.8)

where we have used the relations gn = 1 + p + + and Y/^ITA- = 4x++, and ^+/^/5iT, the
lower component of fermionic string coordinates V" in our representation, has been newly
denoted by tp+. The 5en is the supersymmetric extension of 2D gravity action discussed
in [17]. As in the bosonic string case, it leads to the free ghost equations
d-c+ = d-c_ = 9_7_ = 9_7 + = 0 ,
d-b++ = 9_6 = 9_£ + + = 9_/?+ = 0 ,

(5.9)

and the canonical supercommutation relations among ghost variables as
[c + (a),6 ++ ( ( 7 1 )] = [c+{o),b(a')} = -ii{o

- a1) ,

[ 7 -(a),j9 ++ (a')I = [-)+{a),p+{o')\ = i6{a - a') ,

(5.10)

all other supercommutators vanish .
By taking variations of (5.8) with respect to g++ and x++>

we

obtain the equations of

motion for graviton and gravitino as

>
J** +
+ J1=
J1= 4/cv^T9_ X + + ,
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(5.11)

where we have used (5.5).
The BRST transformations of the variables appearing in (5.8) can be found from (5.7)
and (A.2), by using the gauge conditions (5.1) and the equations of motion for ghosts
(5.9) as fellows
Sg++

= -c+d+g++ + g++d+c+ + - (c + - — d+c+)d_g++ - ^d+(c+ - Y 5 + C + )

+ xp.fLX++

-c+9+x++ +- d

6X+ =

byl(X
+

^)g++

+

+

(

9

)

3

i

5c+ = I c
6c+

=

^c

49+c+7+ ~ 2

lb++ = T^ + TU + ^nW+T^+TQW+Tlf™
Bb = !i

4i47- {1 - \d-

+

~ -
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,

(5.12)

where we have omitted the transformations of string variables. In deriving the BRST
transformations of anti-ghosts, we have used (5.4) and (5.11). The stress tensors and the
supercurrents are defined by

-l9+4++_6++a+c+,

(5.13)

Except for the gravitational stress tensor TJ + , these satisfy conservation laws. The index
j = 2,0,3/2,1/2 of the stress tensors for the ghost sector labels the canonical pairs of
ghost and anti-ghost with conformal weights 1 - j and j [32]. The T+ +

defined by the

usual normal ordering satisfies the Virasoro algebra with central charge
2f(6r-6j + l),

(5.14)

where e stands for the grassmannian parity of the ghost pair. The total central charge of
the ghost sectors is then given by
cgh = - 1 8 .

(5.15)

Using (5.10) and the BRST transformations for the ghosts, we can construct the BRST
charge generating (5.12) as

= j da [ c+ (T*,.+TJ + +\nT+nT + nf/2) + nf'2
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+2i67-(l "

Yd~
i67+ ~ \

where normal products among the ghost variables are implicitly assumed.
The BRST invariance of (5.8) implies that (5.12) must be consistent with the equations
of motion (5.9). We thus obtain the supercurvature equations
dlg++ = o,

aix++ = o ,

a_x+ = o .

(5.17)

Then the gravitational stress tensor 7++ in (5.13) also turns out to be conserved, i.e.,
9_T^+ = 0 .

(5.18)

By virtue of (5.9), (5.17) and the conservation of T*+ and J++,* we can show that the
BRST charge (5.16) is a constant of motion.
It remains to show the nilpotency of Q. Before turning to this issue, we must fix the
commutation relations for the 2D supergravity sector. This can be done by comparing the
BRST transformations (5.12) and (3.1) for g++ and x++- We first expand these operators
in terms of conserved currents by noting (5.17) as
S++

=

[

X++

= -i-[*- 1 / 2 (x + ) + z-* l / 2 (z+)].

(5.19)

The BRST transformations of g++ and x++ given in (5.12) can be transcribed into the
transformations of these currents as
6J+ = \c+d+J+ + O+c+J+ - 2c+
"The possible anomalies in these currents due to the super-Virasoro anomaly indeed vanish in the
light-cone gauge where A + = 1 and i»_ = 0 [33].
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5J° = ic+a+70 + i

-

\c+d+j-

=

/

i

+ ^ ( 7 - ) ' ( W ° + i/? + * 1 / 2 ) + iS+(

+ iy.X+J~
2

/

^

1

/

2

+ c

+

*

1

/

2

(5.20)

)
\

\

23+7- + ^ 7 - {J° - bc+

r

Then J° and * can be shown to satisfy OSp(l,2) Kac-Moody current algebra
[ J°{a) , J V ) ) = <7o6c ^ e (») «(«^ ~ o') - iKV«%6(a - a1) ,

[ J\c) , *'(</) ] = if", *'(a) % - a') ,

(5.21)

[ *r(*) , * V ) 1 = r \ J\o) S(° ~ a1) - Ktfd.6(a - a1) ,
where / ' s and r;'s are, respectively, the structure constants and the Killing metric for
OSp(l,2) algebra. They satisfy / a 6 c = - / u c , f'\

= f"a, r/a6 = ?/» and rf' = -r)"

with nonvanisliing coinponeiits / ± 0 ± = ± 1 , / + ~o = 2, / + ''"-1/2 = —/
/ " »/*l/2 = _/<> -«/»_,„
-2r,

00

lp

= 2 and ,)~

=

i/2, /-'/-• -•/% = _ / - • / ! >/^0 = ftp m_

=

l

'*i/2

=

~1>

_ 1 / 4 i ,,+-

=

3

" = 1/2-

It is natural to redefine operator ordering for the gravitational sector to ensure the
symmetry associated wild the OSp( 1 ,'l) current algebra. To this end we decompose J°(x+)
into positive and negative frequency parts by
j«±\x+)

= J<iy+6W(^+

- y+)J"(y+).

(5.22)

and similarly for ^ ' ( i * ) . We then define operator ordering with respect to this decomposition. The gravitational stress tensor T+ + given in (5.13) must be defined by the
Sugawara form
TU = - ± : (,uJ°Jk + ,•*,*'*') : - i a + J ° + l-j-X+B+X+ .
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(5-23)

where TJOJ, and ?;r, are the inverses of na6 and rf'. The parameter K! is modified from its
classical value K by
«/ = * - — .

(5.24)

The stress tensor thus defined not only ensures the BRST transformations (5.20) but also
satisfies the Virasoro algebra with the central charge given by

h

(5 25)

-

where k = ATTK is the central charge of the current algebra (5.21). The last term in the
rhs of (5.25) is the contributions due to x+In (5.23) we have used the rescaled x+ by \I~X+ —• X+ satisfying

[x4*+)> x+(y+)] = 4 « ( I + - v+) •

(5-26)

The stress tensor (5.23) can be regarded as that given in (5.13) with all the parameter K
replaced by K'. This enables one to interpret that the quantum modifications appears not
in the stress tensor but in the current algebra (5.21), hence in (5.20). Since K is a free
parameter both interpretation can be legitimated.
We are now in a position to investigate the nilpotency of the BRST charge. The Q
given by (5.1 G) does not satisfy the nilpotency even after the substitution of (5.23) for
7+ + .

We must replace K appearing in (5.16) by K! corresponding to the change (5.24).

After a rather lengthy computations, it can be shown that the BRST charge thus defined
yet contains a BRST anomaly of trivial type as well as the nontrivial one [25], The former
can be removed by shifting the BRST charge by
(5.27)
The correct quantum mechanical BRST charge is finally given by
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•

(5.28)

The Q2 contains only the cohomologically nontrivial anomaly of the type (2.16) given by
'" + 8 . V £ ) ,

(5.29)

where ctot = c.y + c9-f c s \ is the total Virasoro central charge. We thus arrive at the KPZ
condition for the nilpotent BRST charge in the N = 1 NSR superstring as
3 />+

2k

+6

1

*+18 °

(530)

where use has been made of the results (5.15) and (5.25) as well as cx = §D for the string
sector.

6

Summary and discussion

We have investigated BRST quantization of the NSR superstring at noncritical dimensions
as 2D SUGRA coupled with the string variables. It is done with special emphasis on the
point that the super-I.iouville mode which is decoupled from the theory at the classical
level becomes dynamically active through the superconformal anomaly. At noncritical
dimensions the super-Virasoro anomaly destroying the reparametrization invariance and
the local supvrsymmelry can be canceled by introducing the BF fields. This naturally
leads to a gauge symmetric extension of the original system which suffers from the superVirasoro anomaly.
The gauge-fixed effective action thus obtained turns out to contain two actions of
super-Liouville type. The one written only in terms of 2D supergravily fields can be
regarded as the counterterm removing the super-Virasoro anomaly. This action turns
out to reproduce correct super-Weyl anomaly as was argued in [25]. The BFfieldsconstitute the other one, which cancels the super-Weyl anomaly. By introducing the BF
fields we have been able not only to construct an effective action possessing all the classical local symmetries but also show within canonical formalism how the super-Liouville
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mode acquires dynamical behavior through the superconformal anomaly without invoking
particular gauge conditions or weak field approximations.
As we have mentioned in Section 4, it is possible to gauge-fix the 2D supergravity
fields to flat ones as in refs. [23]. These authors ignored the superconformal anomaly,
and necessarily found that the theory is only consistent at the critical dimensions [19, 23].
In the present case, the BRST invariance does not leads to any inconsistency even at
noncritical dimensions but yields the vanishing condition of the total central charge and
the gravitational dressing effect [7] in the superconformal gauge. The well-known barrier
at D = 1 also arises in our approach as can be seen from (4.12), indicating the breakdown
of validity of the continuum Liouville approach [34]. The superconformal mode does
not decouple from the theory and is described by the supersymmetric extension of the
Liouville action given by DDK [6, 7]. By simply transcribing our canonical argument into
path integral one, the functional measure for the super-Liouville mode turns out to be
translational invariant. This provides a canonical verification of the functional measure
ansatz of DDK. This can be understood as follows. The essential point that leads the
authors of [7] to their super-Liouville action is the fake super-Weyl invariance arising
in the decompositions of 2D supergravity fields into super-Liouville mode and fiducial
background fields. Requiring the symmetry not to be broken by superconformal anomaly
necessarily results in the anomaly-canceling super-Liouville action given in 4.3 up to trivial
rescaling of the fields. Since canceling the BRST anomaly in our BFV-BRST approach
is equivalent to eliminating superconformal anomaly, we arrive at the effective action of
ref. [7].
One of the advantageous point of our canonical approach is that the effective action
(3.19) is a local functional without referring to any particular gauge and arbitrary gauges
can be argued on an equal footing. In particular, we can explain the manifestation
of OSp(l,2) current algebra from the BRST invariance in the light-cone gauge. This
is contrasted with the approaches of ref. [13, H, 15, 11]. These authors started with
the anomalous Ward-Takahashi identities corresponding to the supercurvature equations
(5.17) and then extracted OSp(l,2) current algebra. In ref. [11, 12], BRST analyses
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were carried out for the system with the stress tensor and the supercurrent obtained by
applying Sugawara construction. Although the KPZ condition (5.30) coincides with the
result of ref. [14, 11] for N = l 2D SUGRA, there are crucial differences between ours and
that in ref.[l4, 11] in the ghost content and, consequently, the expression of the BRST
charge (5.28). In ref. (11), six ghost-antighost pairs were introduced corresponding to the
six generators of the residual transformations leaving the light-cone gauge unchanged. In
our case, there are four pairs and the rest can be eliminated by the equations of motion as
multiplier fields. What yields these qualitative differences is the inclusion of the auxiliary
fields to ensure the off-shell nilpotency of the BRST transformations (A.I) and their
appearance in the effective action (3.19) through the super-Weyl anomaly. This leads to
the nontrivial redefinition of ,\+- as in (5.7) and the ghost higher order terms in (5.28), to
which very little attention seems to have been payed so far. In this paper the inclusion of
the supersymmetric auxiliary fields has been done only after passing to the configuration
space. Systematic methods for including such variables in EPS seems to be lacking yet,
and it is certainly worth exploring them for the BFV-BRST formalism.
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A

BRST transformations

In this appendix we summarize the BRST transformations in the configuration space.
The covariant ghosts are denote by Ca, Ci, u, Cw and r\w for reparametrizations, local
Lorentz, local supersymmetry, Weyl rescaling and fermionic transformations, respectively.
In addition to these, we introduce the auxiliary fields FJJ, F c , F^ and F\v for supermultiplets of string variables, 2D supergravity, super-Liouville fields and Weyl ghosts, respectively, to ensure the off-shell nilpotency of the BRST transformations. The complete list
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of them is given by
6X = CdaX

+ ZJifi ,

H = -\cw* + c°da
SFX = -)jCwFx

Stj = -^Cwn
SFL

\

+ CadaFx - iuJp

- nw + C°dar)+ -CLPitj

= -±CWFL

- ip"w(da4> - xor?) + uFL ,

- »u;po[Vo7, + ipP(df4> - xfii)Xa

+ Fw + CdoFL

- X*FL] ,

= -\CWFG

a

+ Fw + C daFG
X'' + XfiPaX1 + XaP^X/OX-,] + ^p"XaFa

,

a

+ iulp w ,
6u = -Cww + Cdau
SCL = CdoCL

C

+ -CLpsu - «p°wxo .

+ -Fcupsw - -vp$riw - ieat>e0awpau(daeflk - dfieab - ixaphXff) ,

+ CdaTjw + -CLphr)w - ipau(daCw

- lj

SFW = C°da Fw - ii3pa[<7at)w + iffxoidfiCw - Xf,r)w) - x.Fw] .

(A.I)

In terms of the new variables introduced in Sections 2 and 3 these transformations can
be rewritten as
SX

=

CadaX - i(u.rP+ - w+V-_) ,
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= c,

± (C1 ± A*^0) - A±(C11 ±
+ 2C" + C°'(A+ - A")
5e

=

x+ + x-K
=

C°daCl-

+

x+ + x-y
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8CW

=

6fvy

—
-w+[fiw+

- X+T)'w+ - - A + ' T J W + -

—(C w - *+C'w + iv-tiw+)\

,

(A.2)
where fx.L.G.w are defined by
fx,L,G,w = •v/e-F.v.L.G.w •
It is straightforward to ascertain the nilpotency of the BRST transformations.
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